Reading Group Guide

Developed by Kerry Washington and Vienna Pharaon
A note from Kerry Washington

Not long after handing in my manuscript for THICKER THAN WATER, a dear friend who had read an early draft, shared with me that she was reading THE ORIGINS OF YOU by Vienna Pharaon and noted that I might appreciate it, both intellectually and personally. TOOY is a guide to understanding the wounds from our Family of Origin—AKA the family, or family framework, we grew up within. It unlocks a healing process that allows us to both examine what worked in our family systems, and also build a pathway to overcome what did not work. In TOOY, Vienna outlines five main categories of inner-child wounds—worthiness, belonging, prioritization, safety, and trust. When I read the book, I thought: “Wow, I think I may be someone who actually has all five wounds.” Then I had the opportunity to speak with Vienna directly. I sent her my memoir, and she agreed!

In thinking about writing a discussion guide for THICKER THAN WATER, I knew that I wanted to provide both individuals and groups with questions, journaling prompts, and additional reading material that would allow each of you to think about my origin story in ways that support you in the discovery, understanding, and expression of yours.

Inspired by Vienna’s brilliant work, what follows is a guide that she and I developed together. As I offer questions to consider in response to my story, Vienna will then offer you additional considerations to work with, in case you want to dive deeper into the work and your own experience.

We hope that this guide inspires you to think more about not just my story but your own journey thus far. Our prayer is that it compels you toward more clarity, hope, and healing.
Discussion Questions

1) It’s so easy to create stories, or even have judgments about people that we don’t know. What was your impression of me before reading TTW? Has it changed or shifted as you’ve read it? If so, how?

_Deeper Dive:_
Have you ever experienced someone holding a judgment about you? If so, what impact did that have on you? Have you ever created a story about someone else? If so, do you think that story limited you or that relationship?

2) How does my relationship with my parents develop throughout the book? What do I desire from each of them throughout my life, and what do they desire from me? How are these desires impacted by the sharing of the revelation?

_Deeper Dive:_
Sometimes our growth asks us to grieve the fantasy of the relationships we wish we could have with our family, and other times it challenges us to relate to them differently. What type of relationship is available to you currently? What loss or possibility does that put you face to face with?

Context is incredibly valuable. It's not an invitation to make excuses, but it does help things make more sense. Have you ever learned something that created a significant shift in an important relationship?

3) Our family of origin is our initial education for just about everything, from shaping who we are, to what we believe, to how we interact with ourselves and others. In Chapter 1 (“United”), I discuss some of the traits and ambitions I picked up from my parents - including the desire to be able to manage tough challenges on my own. How do you think your family might have influenced your idea of independence?

_Deeper Dive:_
Without question, adaptation, a strong work ethic, and independence can be beautiful and celebrated, but it’s important for you to consider your motivation. Sometimes, those qualities come from a survival instinct—your need to protect yourself from being let down, disappointed, or crushed when you place faith in someone and they don’t follow through. Do you have an origin wound from relying on another person, having a need go unmet, moving through hard moments together, or from trust being broken, that has led you to a place of doing it all on your own?
4) I introduce my love of water in Chapter 2 (“Fish”), and reveal that “being in water, moving through water, has always felt more natural to me than walking on land.” Reflect on the presence of water in this memoir. What role does it play at different points in my life? What is your relationship with water?

**Deeper Dive:**
Where do you feel most peaceful? And how do you know? Without overthinking it, try to answer these prompts:
- Growing up, the ways I tried to create peace for myself or others was by….
- The ways I tried to avoid chaos were by…
- The chaos in my life right now is…
- What’s familiar about that is…
- The ways I contribute to the chaos are by…
- What would need to shift for me to experience peace is…
- Acknowledging this feels…

5) In Chapter 4 (“Frozen”) I reflect on how I used acting as a way to step outside of myself. Have you ever used a job or a hobby to escape from something—some part of your life or part of yourself?

**Deeper Dive:**
From what were you trying to escape? And in what ways are you still trying to escape in your life today? Without overthinking it, try to answer these prompts:
- The thing I tried to avoid the most growing up was…
- I avoided it by…
- What I really needed was…
- The part of myself or my life I reject or avoid today is…
- What I’m afraid of is…
- Naming that feels…

6) Throughout the memoir, I struggle with authenticity and living in truth, often believing that the truth puts love and peace at risk. What does living in truth mean to you? How do you find—and maintain—truth in your life, despite possible consequences?

**Deeper Dive:**
For so many of us, we learn that we have to trade our authenticity for attachment, love, connection, peace, presence, and so forth. When we talk about putting peace at risk, it’s
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important to recognize the difference between an external peace (outside of you) and an internal peace. In what relationships or areas of your life do you trade your authenticity and truth for an external peace? What do you believe would happen if you honored an internal peace instead?

7) In Chapter 5 (“Agency”), I am exposed to a new tier of wealth and access at The Spence School, an all-girls private school in Manhattan. What impact do you think this had on me as a teenager? In what ways do you think this exposure was an asset? In what ways was it a challenge?

Deeper Dive:
Differences can put our sense of belonging into question. The balance of being our authentic selves, while also feeling a part of something bigger than ourselves, can be hard to achieve for many reasons. In what ways did you try to fit in growing up? What did you have to sacrifice in order to achieve that? In what ways do you continue to sacrifice a part of yourself for the illusion of belonging?

8) In Chapter 5 (“Agency”) I discover my love of using art and performance for representation and social change. Think of a piece of art—an image, performance, or song—that has had an impact on you. How did it make you feel? Did it change your perspective or understanding of the world?

Deeper Dive:
Are there creative ways that allow you to feel most expressed? Sometimes when we feel stuck, using alternative methods to feel and communicate can help move and shift something. Acknowledge an area of your life where you feel stuck and try something new—draw, paint, sing, hum, dance your way through and notice if anything new presents.

9) In Chapter 7 (“An Education”), I reflect on my use of performance both in and outside of my acting career: “Performance had become not only my greatest passion but also my way of navigating through life, being who I thought I had to be or who others wanted me to be.” Have you ever felt compelled to perform a certain role that was inauthentic to you?

Deeper Dive:
This is common if you learned that your performance, perfection, ability to please or keep the peace got you the outcomes you wanted growing up. What do you believe a
“successful performance” is protecting you from? If you stopped performing, what do you believe would change?

10) In Chapter 8 (“Monsoon Season”), yoga becomes a gateway to becoming more present in my body emotionally and physically. For the first time, I allowed for stillness to have a space within me. What are some activities or practices that make you feel safe and connected to your true self?

Deeper Dive:
There is something incredibly healing that happens when we find value in stillness and presence instead of just in the doing, the output, what we generate for the outside world. What do you value about yourself or your life that has nothing to do with performance or doing? Can you spend more time here?

11) In Chapter 10 (“Black Famous”), I discuss Jamie Foxx’s mentorship and the impact he had on my career. Think about a mentor from your own life. How did they make a difference in your life or career?

Deeper Dive:
To be cared for, led, encouraged, challenged, and deeply seen is a profound experience. Do you allow yourself to ask for help and support? If not, what keeps you from doing so? Is there something uncomfortable about receiving care, encouragement, and direction from another? What qualities do you associate with asking for/receiving help?

12) As I was growing my own family, another chosen family in Scandal also began to expand. We were a community of people who were on a rocket ship together, leaning on one another through this shared experience that we couldn’t quite translate to those who weren’t a part of it. Where outside of your family of origin have you felt this deep sense of connection and shared vision that only those who are a part of it truly understand?

Deeper Dive:
With whom do you feel most seen, heard, and understood? Notice what sets these relationships apart from others. If you stopped hiding a part of yourself, what would be revealed?

13) Reflect on my reaction to the news I learn about in Chapter 13 (“Revelation”). How did I process this news? Have you ever learned anything about yourself that changed your view on your own life?
Deeper Dive:
Secrets being revealed, truths coming forward, questions being answered honestly can sometimes shake us to our core. When that happens, our lives can both change drastically and in some ways not change at all. Are there times in your life (or currently) where you disconnected from an inner truth or your intuition to maintain an external peace? What did/does the avoidance serve?

14) In Chapter 14 (“Cues”), I share my belief that “These characters, these projects, had chosen me just as my children had,” to teach me lessons I needed to learn. I note that "some lessons are clear in the moment and others only become evident long after the fact." When has this been true in your own life? What are some lessons that you’ve learned long after an experience or a challenging time in your life?

Deeper Dive:
Sometimes we need time, growth, and healing in order to be able to see something differently. What lesson did you have to learn and accept in order to be able to receive the information or gift that was trying to make its way to you? Is there a pattern in your life today that is asking for your attention?

Thanks for swimming in these waters with us. For more insight into your Inner child wounds, you can take Vienna’s Free What’s Your Origin Wound Quiz. And to continue to dive deep, here are some additional resources that Vienna and I thought you might enjoy:

- *The Origins of You* by Vienna Pharaon
- *The Alchemist* by Paulo Coelho
- *The Four Agreements* by Don Miguel Ruiz
- *The Artist’s Way* by Julia Cameron
- *Daring Greatly* by Brené Brown